B URGER D ICE
A Press-Your-Luck Dice Game by Matthew J Gravelyn

S E T UP :

W AS T I N G D I CE :

Whoever ate a burger most recently goes first. Write
each player’s name on a scoring pad. Take turns in
clockwise order.

Dice you cannot or choose not to place are set aside
as waste. If at any time you have 4 or more waste dice
your turn is immediately over and you do not score any
points this turn.

T AK I N G Y O U R T U R N :
Start your turn by rolling 3 dice at a time. If you don’t
get at least 1 bun on your first roll, roll again until you
do. Then place your dice according the following rules:






A bun must be placed first before any ingredients
Burgers can have only 1 of each ingredient
A burger must have a bun on bottom and top and
at least 1 ingredient to be completed
Ingredients cannot be added to a completed burger
You must complete a burger before starting
another

S CO RI N G :
When your turn is over, write down your score and
pass the dice to the next player. Remember: only
complete burgers are scored (a bun on top and bottom
and at least 1 ingredient)! You score 1 point for every
die in your completed burgers.

Figure 2: Scoring Your Burgers
Figure 1: Example Dice Placement

W I NNI N G :
After placing dice you may continue by rolling 3 new
dice.
You can stop your turn before rolling and take the
points you’ve earned or keep going for a chance at
more burgers!
If you run out of dice during your turn and want to
keep rolling, record the score of completed burgers
and reuse the dice.

The first player to get 50 points starts the final round.
Each other player has 1 final turn. After the last player
has finished the player with the highest total wins and
is declared the Burger Master!
If there is a tie, only those players take another turn
until the tie is broken.

